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ABSTRACT INTERPRETATION BASED 
ON OLDT RESOLUTION 
TADASHI KANAMORI AND TADASHI KAWAMURA 
D This paper presents a unified framework for analyzing Prolog programs. 
The framework is based on OLDT resolution, a top-down Prolog inter- 
preter with memo-ization. A run-time property of Prolog goals can be 
analyzed by executing the goals using an interpreter that is obtained by 
abstracting OLDT resolution according to the property. The execution 
never enters a nonterminating computation loop when the domain on 
which the abstract interpreter works is finite, and it does not waste time 
working on goals irrelevant to the given top-level goals. In addition, the 
behavior of the abstract interpreter is very close to the way human 
programmers usually analyze the property in their minds. The correctness 
and termination of the abstract interpreter are discussed as well. a 
1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1. What Is Abstract Intep-etation? 
Automatic analysis of the run-time properties of programs from their texts is useful 
not only for human programmers to find program bugs but also for meta-processing 
systems to manipulate programs effectively. For example, the information of data 
types sometimes plays an important role in the verification of Prolog programs [ll]. 
The information of the form of Prolog goals appearing in their successful execution 
enables us to eliminate unnecessary backtracking from the Prolog execution [20]. 
The information of modes provides the Prolog compiler with a chance of generat- 
ing optimized codes [18]. Besides these properties, the functionality and the 
termination properties are of special importance [13,14]. 
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But, why can we analyze such run-time properties of programs without executing 
them? The answer of the abstract interpretation approach is that we can analyze 
such properties by approximately executing them to a greater or lesser degree 
[4,5,10]. The framework of the abstract interpretation approach can be depicted 
schematically as shown in Figure 1. The left half of Figure 1 shows the standard 
domain of data to which the usual execution (the standard interpretation) is 
applied, while the right half shows the abstract domain for which sbme approxi- 
mate execution (the abstract interpretation) is defined. The abstract interpretation 
approach executes programs in the abstract domain to extract useful information 
about the execution in the standard domain by utilizing the correspondence 
between the standard and abstract domains. 
For example, let the standard domain and the standard interpretation be the set 
of integers and the multiplication of integers, and let the abstract domain and the 
abstract interpretation be the set of signs 1 + ,O, - 1 and the multiplication of signs 
as shown in Figure 2. Then, without exactly calculating the result +221, we can 
know that (- 13) x (- 17) is positive by abstracting the signs of the multiplicand 
and multiplier and by conducting the multiplication of signs ( - ) x ( - ) = ( + ) 
Though the above example is trivial, it gives us some idea of the abstract 
interpretation approach. Then, how is the abstract interpretation approach applied 
to Prolog programs? 
1.2. How Do Human Programmers Analyze Programs? 
Before considering the framework for the abstract interpretation of Prolog pro- 
grams, let’s first reflect on how we usually analyze Prolog programs in our minds? 
Suppose that we are asked: “When the execution of reuerdl,,, N,,) succeeds, to 
what data types of terms are variables L, and iV, instantiated?” Here, following 
the syntax of DEC 10 Prolog, “reverse” is defined as below: 
reverse ( [ 1 , [ I) . 
reverse([XILl,M):-reverse(L,N), append(N,[X],M). 
append([ l,K,K). 
append([YIN],K,[YIM]):-append(N,K,M). 
Human programmers can easily answer the question after examining the program 
for a while, although they might not be precisely conscious of how they have 
reached the answer. Probably, they have done as follows: 
(1) If the first clause of “reverse” is used first when the execution of 
reuerse(l,, NO) succeeds, L, and N,, are instantiated to [ I, hence L, and 
N, are lists. 
standard interpreter abstract interpreter 
FLL.. ($Lg 
FIGURE 1. General idea of the abstract interpretation approach. 
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multiplication of integers multiplication of signs 
($$gz-z- (zZ$ 
FIGURE 2. A simple example of abstract interpretation. 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
If the second clause of “reverse” is used first, L, is instantiated to [X, IL, I, 
and N, to M,, hence we need to answer the question: “When the execution 
of reverse( L 1, N1 1, uppend( N1, [X, 1, M, 1 succeeds, to what data types of 
terms are [X, I L,] and M, instantiated?” 
Now, we first need to answer the question: “When the execution of 
reverse( L,, N,) succeeds, to what data type of term are L, and N, instanti- 
ated?” Because this question is identical to the original one, we would have 
to think forever if we repeated the same process. However, we usually 
proceed as follows. As far as we know, L and N are lists when the execution 
of reverse(L, N) succeeds. Let’s temporarily assume so. 
Then, we need to answer the question: “When N, is a list and the execution 
of uppend(N,, [X,1, M,) succeeds, to what data types of terms are N,, X, 
and M, instantiated?” If the first clause of append is used first when the 
execution of uppend(l\r,, [X,1, M,) succeeds, N, is instantiated to [ ] and M, 
to [X,], Hence N1 is a list, X, may be any term, and M, is a list. 
If the second clause of append is used first, N, is instantiated to [Y,lN,l, K, 
to [X,1, and M, to [Y,IM,], hence we need to answer the question: “When 
N3 and K, are lists and the execution of append(N,, K,, M3) succeeds, to 
what data types of terms are [ Y31 N3], K, and [ Y,(M,] instantiated?” 
The analysis proceeds in the same way by following the execution in the 
domain of types. After several steps, we know that N, needed in Step 4 is a 
list, X, may be any term, and M, is a list. 
Hence, L, and N, needed at the beginning are lists. Because this result has 
not enlarged the data types of L, and N1 temporarily assumed in Step 3, we 
can conclude that L, and N,, are lists when the execution of reverse(L,), NO) 
succeeds. 
Note that we needed to propagate the type information, though we have not 
emphasized it. For example, we needed to know in Step 5 that, when N, is a list 
and N, is instantiated to [ Y,l N3], then N3 is a list. Similarly, we needed to know in 
Step 7 that, when L, is a list and L, is instantiated to [Y,lL,], then L, is a list. 
1.3. What Inteqweter Is Approptiate for Prolog Abstract Interpretation? 
Now, what framework is appropriate if we analyze Prolog programs using the 
abstract interpretation approach? Figure 3 depicts the framework for type infer- 
ence when the framework of Figure 1 is applied directly. Then, what interpretation 
should we employ for the abstract interpretation of Prolog programs? 
One Prolog interpreter familiar to us is the top-down interpreter which starts 
with a given top-level goal and repeats the resolution operation continually until an 
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standard Prolog interpretater abstract Prolog interpreter 
FIGURE 3. Framework for type inference by abstract interpretation. 
empty goal is obtained. However, if we had used the top-down interpretation to 
approximately execute the goal in the domain of types, we would have entered a 
nonterminating computation loop in the example just examined. For example, if we 
had not made the assumption in Step 3, we could not have proceeded any further. 
(In general, due to the abstraction, the top-down execution in abstract domains is 
more likely to enter a nonterminating computation loop than the usual one in the 
domain of terms. Hence, making the assumptions in Step 3 is crucial to answer the 
question at the beginning.) 
The other Prolog interpreter which is just as simple as the top-down interpreter 
is the bottom-up interpreter which starts with the set of all instances of unit clauses 
and repeats the generation of the head instances whose body instances are already 
generated. However, if we had employed the bottom-up interpretation, we would 
have generated many goals irrelevant to the top-level goal. For example, we have 
considered only necessary goals to know the data types of L, and M, when 
reverse(l,, M,) succeeds, so that, say, a goal of the form append@/, sue(K), sue(K)) 
has not been considered in the example just examined. 
Thus, the previous reflection on how we analyze Prolog programs in our minds 
has shown different behavior from both the top-down interpreter and the bottom-up 
interpreter. This suggests that it might be more appropriate to adopt another 
Prolog interpreter from the beginning. 
This paper presents a unified framework for analyzing Prolog programs. The 
framework is based on OLDT resolution, a top-down Prolog interpreter with 
memo-ization. A run-time property of Prolog goals can be analyzed by executing 
the goals using an interpreter that is obtained by abstracting OLDT resolution 
according to the property. The execution never enters a nonterminating computa- 
tion loop when the domain on which the abstract interpreter works is finite, and 
does not waste time working on goals irrelevant to the given top-level goals. In 
addition, the behavior of the abstract interpreter is very close to the way human 
programmers usually analyze the property in their minds. The correctness and 
termination of the abstract interpreter are discussed as well. 
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: First, Section 2 introduces OLDT 
resolution. Next, Section 3 presents a type inference as an example of abstract 
interpretation. (Extracting a general framework and instantiating it to other 
abstract domains is immediate.) Then, Section 4 shows an implementation tech- 
nique. 
2. OLDT RESOLUTION 
In this section, we will first present an example of OLDT resolution [21], then 
formalize the notions of OLDT resolution, and last show the correspondence 
between OLDT resolution and the usual top-down interpretation. 
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2.1. An Example of OLDT Resolution 
Let us first see an example of OLDT resolution. Consider the following “graph 
reachability” program by Tamaki and Sato [21]. 
reach(X,Y) :- reach(X,Z) ,edge(Z,Y). 
reach(X,X). 
edge(a,b). 
edge(a,c). 
edge (b, a) . 
edge (b,d) . 
- _ 
The first clause of “reach” says that node Y is reachable from node X if node Z is 
reachable from X and there is an edge from Z to Y, while the second clause says 
that any node is reachable from itself. The unit clauses of “edge” give the edges of 
the directed graph of Figure 4. The program is a typical left recursive program so 
that the usual top-down execution of a goal is likely to enter a nonterminating 
computation loop. For example, the execution of a top-level goal “reuchb, Z$ 
immediately calls “reuchcu, Z,Y’ recursively at the leftmost in the body of the first 
clause to repeat the execution of the goal of the same form. 
OLDT resolution was devised by Tamaki and Sato 1211 to avoid such a nonter- 
minating computation loop. It manipulates 
l a tree (representing OR search); 
l a table; and 
l pointers connecting from some nodes of the tree into the table. 
Roughly speaking, the tree corresponds to the top-down interpretation, the table 
corresponds to the bottom-up interpretation, and the pointers connecting them 
enable us to enjoy advantages of both interpretations. Let us see how OLDT 
resolution returns solutions to the top-level goal “reuchcu, Z,).” 
First, an initial tree consisting of the root node labeled with a pair of goal 
“reuch(u,Z,)” and an empty substitution ( > is generated (see Figure 5). (In 
general, each node of the tree is labeled with a pair of goal and substitution. Due 
to limited space, the goal and the substitution are arranged in two consecutive rows 
in the figures hereafter.) An initial table containing a pair of atom reuch(u, Z> and 
an empty list [ I is also generated. (In general, the first element of each pair in the 
table is called a key, and the second element is called a solution list of the key. The 
key and solution list are delimited by “:” in the figures hereafter.) No pointer is 
generated yet. 
Second, the root node is expanded using the program to generate two child 
nodes in the same way as in the usual top-down interpretation (see Figure 6). The 
left child node generated using the first clause of “reach” is labeled with a pair of 
0 
FIGURE 4. Graph reachability problem. 
d 
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reach(a, Z) : [ ] 
FIGURE 5. OLDT resolution in Step 1. 
“reuch(X,, Z,), edge(Z,,Y,)” and (X, * a). The edge to the left child node is 
labeled with the m.g.u. used in the resolution. Note that, reuch(a, Z,), the leftmost 
atom when the substitution part is applied to the goal part, is a variant of 
reuch(u, Z), a key in the table. Such a node is classified into a lookup node. (When 
the root node was generated in Step 1, there was no such key in the table. Such a 
node is classified into a solution node.) A new pointer connecting the lookup node 
to the head of the solution list of reuch(u, Z) is generated. (The pointer is depicted 
by the dotted line in the figures hereafter.) This means that the solutions in the 
solution list obtained by solving reuch(u, Z) at another node are to be utilized for 
reuch(u, Z,) at this node. The right child node generated using the second clause of 
“reach” is labeled with a pair of an empty goal 0 and a substitution (X2 * a). The 
edge to the right child node is also labeled with the m.g.u. When this node is 
generated, goal reuch(u, Z,) has been just solved instantiating Z, to “a” so that its 
solution reuch(u, a) is added to the solution list of reuch(u, Z). (In OLDT resolu- 
tion, the usual top-down interpretation is applied to the leftmost atom of each 
solution node.) 
Third, the lookup node is expanded using the table to generate one child node 
(see Figure 7). Because the solution in the list pointed from the lookup node is an 
instance of the leftmost atom, i.e., reuch(u, a) is an instance of reuch(u, Z,), the 
atom reuch(u, Z,) is solved utilizing the solution to generate a child node labeled 
with the pair “edge(Z,,Y,)” and (Z, * a). The edge to the child node is labeled 
with the instantiation. The pointer from the lookup node is shifted to the end of 
the solution list. Because the leftmost atom edge(u, Y,) is not a variant of any key 
in the table, the new node is a solution node so that a new pair of key edge(u,Y) 
and solution list [ I is added to the table. 
Fourth, the generated solution node is expanded further using the program to 
generate two child nodes labeled with a pair of •I and ( > (see Figure 8). These 
two nodes add two solutions edge(u, b) and edge(u, c> to the end of the solution list 
of edge(u,Y), and two solutions reuch(u, b) and reuch(u,c) to the end of the 
solution list of reuch(u, Z>. 
Fifth, the lookup node is expanded using the solution table to generate two child 
nodes since new solutions were added to the solution list of reuch(u, Z), therefore, 
the list pointed from the lookup node is not empty, that is, there exist solutions not 
yet utilized (see Figure 9). 
reach(a, Z) : ireach(a,a)] 
FIGURE 6. OLDT resolution in Step 2. 
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reach(n, Z) : [rench(a,aj 
edge(a, 1’) : [ ] 
FIGURE 7. OLDT resolution in Step 3. 
Sixth, the left new solution node is expanded using the program to generate two 
child nodes (see Figure 10). This time, goal edge(b,Y,) has been solved with 
solutions edge(b, a) and edge(b, d), and goal reach(a, Z,,) with solutions reach(a, a) 
and reach&d), of which reuch(u, a> is already in the solution list of reuch(u, Z). 
Two new solutions, edge(b, a) and edge(b, d), are added to the end of the solution 
list of edge(u, Y), and one new solution, reuch(u, d), to the end of the solution list 
of reuchkz, Z). 
Last, the lookup node is expanded once more using the table since the list 
pointed from the lookup node is again not empty. 
OLDT resolution stops here, because no solution node is expansible, and the list 
pointed from the lookup node is empty. 
2.2. A Formalization of OLDT Resolution 
Let us formalize the notions used in the example just examined. (They are 
essentially the same as those in Tamaki and Sato [21] except the use of association, 
the use of variant instead of instance, and the definition of OLDT subrefutation.) 
2.2.1. Term and Substitution. A term is defined as usual, and denoted by s, t, 
possibly with primes and subscripts. In particular, variables are denoted by X, Y, Z. 
reach(a, Z) : [reach(a,a)~reach(a, b), reach(a, c)] 
edge(a, Y) : [edge(a, b), edge(a, c)] 
FIGURE 8. OLDT resolution in Step 4. 
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reach(a, 2) : [reach(a,a), reach(a, b), reach(a, c)] 
edqe(a,Y) : [edge(a, b), edge(a, c)] 
edge@, Y) : [ 1 
edge(c, 1’) : [ ] 
FIGURE 9. OLDT resolution in Step 5. 
An assignment of term t to variable X is a pair (X, t), and hereafter repre- 
sented by X = t. A substitution is a finite set of assignments uch that there are no 
two assignments to the same variable, and they are hereafter represented by 
where X1,X2,..., X, are distinct variables called the domain uariabZes of the 
substitution. Substitutions are denoted by (+, T, 8,q, p. A restriction of CT to the set 
of variables 7 is a substitution consisting of all the assignments in u to the 
variables in 7. 
The term assigned to variable X by substitution (+ is denoted by (T(X). We 
assume that a substitution assigns the variable X to itself when X is not in the 
domain variables of the substitution explicitly. Hence the empty substitution ( > 
assigns every variable to itself. 
The composed substitution of u and r, denoted by ur, is defined as usual. 
i \ 
‘\ 
‘. 
--a__ -----_-________-__----- --_----__ 
reach(a, Z) : [reaeh(a,a), reach(a, b), reach(a,c), reach(a,dj] 
edge(a, Y) : [edqe(a, b), edqe(a, c)] 
edge(b, Y) : [edge(b,a), edge(b,d)] 
edqe(c, Y) : I 1 
444 Y) : [ I 
FIGURE 10. OLDT resolution in Step 7. 
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2.2.2. Atom and Goal. An atom is defined as usual and denoted by A, B. Let A be 
an atom and u be a substitution of the form 
(X(=t,,X,w, )..., X/-=t[). 
Then Au denotes the atom obtained by replacing each variable Xi in A with term 
t,. (When A o is considered, assignments in u to the variables not in A do not 
matter.) An atom Ar is called an instance of an atom Au when there exists a 
substitution 0 such that Ar is Aat?. An atom B is called a variant of an atom A 
when B is obtained from A by renaming the variables in A. 
A goal is a finite sequence of atoms, and denoted by G, H. An empty goal, i.e., 
an empty sequence of atoms, is denoted by q . Gu is defined in the same way as 
Au. 
2.2.3. Unification of Atoms. Two atoms, A and B, are said to be unifiable when 
there exists a substitution n such that AT and Bq are identical. Then, n is called a 
unifier, and Av and B~,J are called a unification of A and B. A unifier 8 of A and 
B is called a most general unifier, and A0 and B0 are called a most general 
unification of A and B, when, for any unifier of A and B, say n, there exists a 
substitution p such that 17 is Op. 
2.2.4. Search Tree, Solution Table and Association. A search tree is a tree satisfying 
the following conditions: 
l Each node is classified into either a solution node or a lookup node and is 
labeled with a pair of a (possibly empty) goal and a substitution. (The 
distinction between solution nodes and lookup nodes is defined later.) 
l Each edge is labeled with a substitution. 
A search tree of Gu is a search tree whose root node is labeled with (G, cr). A 
node in a search tree is called a null node when the goal part of the label is •I . 
When a node in a search tree is labeled with (“A,, A,, . . . , A,,” u 1, the atom A, o 
is called the head atom of the node. 
A solution table is a set of entries. Each entry is a pair of the key and the 
solution list. The key is an atom such that no variants of this key appear (as keys) 
elsewhere in the solution table. The solution list is a list of atoms, called solutions, 
such that each solution in it is an instance of the corresponding key. 
Let Tr be a search tree and 7’b be a solution table. An association of Tr and 7% 
is a set of pointers connecting from each lookup node in Tr into some solution list 
in Tb such that the head atom of the lookup node and the key of the solution list 
are variants of each other. The tail of the solution list pointed from a lookup node 
is called the associated solution list of the lookup node. 
2.2.5. OLDT Structure. An OLDT structure of Gu is a trio (Tr, Tb, As), where Tr 
is a search tree of Gu, Tb is a solution table, and As is an association of Tr and 
Tb. 
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2.2.6. OLDT Resolution. A node in a search tree of OLDT structure (Tr, Tb, As) 
labeled with C‘A, A,, . . . , A,,,” u) is said to be OLDT resolvable when it satisfies 
either of the following conditions: 
l The node is a leaf solution node of Tr, and there is some definite clause 
“B:-B,,B, ,..., B,“(m 2 0) in program P such that Aa and B are unifi- 
able, say by an m.g.u. 8. (We assume that, whenever each clause is used, a 
fresh variant of the clause is used.) The pair of the (possibly empty) goal 
“B,,BZ ,..., B,,,,A, ,..., A,” and the substitution a0 (or possibly the restric- 
tion of ~0 to the variables in “BI, B,, . . ., B,, A,, . . ., An”> is called the 
OLDT resolvent. 
l The node is a lookup node of Tr, and for some substitution 13 (for the 
variables in Au), there is a variant of Ad in the associated solution list of 
the lookup node. (We assume that Ad is a fresh variant of the solution.) 
The pair of the (possibly empty) goal “A,, . . . , A,” and the substitution (~0 
(or possibly the restriction of a0 to the variables in “A,, . . . , An”) is called 
the OLDT resolvent. 
In either case, substitution 0 is called the substitution of the OLDT resolution. 
2.2.7. OLDT Subrefutation. An OLDT subrefutation of an atom and an OLDT 
subrefutation of a goal are paths in a search tree (not necessarily starting from the 
root node) which are simultaneously defined inductively as follows: 
(1) A path with length more than 0 starting from~a solution node is an OLDT 
subrefutation of an atom Au with solution AQ- when 
. the initial node is labeled with a pair of the form (“A, G,” u 1, the initial 
edge with, say substitution 0, and the last node with a pair of the form 
(“G,” u ‘1; 
. the node next to the initial node is labeled with a pair of the form 
(“A,,&..., A,,, G,” cd), and the path except the initial node and the 
initial edge is a subrefutation of (A,, A,, . . . , A,)0 with solution 
(A1,&,..., A,)&r’(n 2 0); and 
. 7 is u&r’. 
(2) A path with length 1 starting from a lookup node is an OLDT subrefitation 
of an atom Au with solution AT when 
. the initial node is labeled with a pair of the form (L‘A,G,” a>, the initial 
edge with, say substitution 8, and the last node with a pair of the form 
(,‘G,” u”); and 
. 7 is ~0. 
(3) A path with length 0, i.e., a path consisting of only one node, is an OLDT 
subrefutation of 0 u with solution q u. 
(4) A path with length more than 0 is an OLDT subrefutation of a goal 
Ur,&,..., A,)u with solution (A,, A,, . . ., A,)dn > 0) when 
. the initial node is labeled with a pair of the form (“A,, A,, . . . , A,, H,” a), 
and the last node with a pair of the form (“H,” u ‘1; 
. the path is the concatenation of a subrefutation of A,u with solution 
A, UT~, a subrefutation of A, UT~ with solution A, (TT~~~, . . . , a subrefuta- 
tion of A, ~‘7~7~ +** T,, _ 1 with solution A, (TT~T~ ... 7, _ l~n; and 
. 7 1s u717* **- Tn_,7,. 
In particular, a subrefutation of A u is called a unit subrefutation of A u. 
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2.2.8. Initial OLDT Structure and Extension of OLDT Structure. The initial OLDT 
structure of Ga is the OLDT structure (Tr,, Tb,, As,), where Tr, is a search tree 
consisting of only the root solution node labeled with (G, ~1, Tb, is the solution 
table consisting of only one entry whose key is the head atom of the root node and 
whose solution list is an empty list [ I, and As, is an empty set of pointers. 
An immediate xtension of OLDT structure (Tr, Tb, As) in program P is the 
result of the following operations, when node u of OLDT structure (Tr, Tb, As) is 
OLDT resolvable. 
(1) When u is a leaf solution node, let C,, CZ, . . . , C,(k 2 1) be all the clauses 
with which the node u is OLDT resolvable, and (G,, (+i), (G,, gZ2), . . . , 
(Gk, Us) be the respective OLDT resolvents. Then add k child nodes of 2) 
labeled with (G,, (+,I, (G,, ~z,), . , . ,(Gk, auk) to u. 
(2) When u is a lookup node, let A&,, A&,, . . ., A&,(k 2 1) be all (the 
variants of) the solutions in the associated solution list with which node u is 
OLDT resolvable, and (G,, (T,),(G~, oZ,>, . . . ,(Gk, ~~1 be the respective 
OLDT resolvents. Then add k child nodes of u labeled with (G,, ~~1, 
(G,, q,>,. . . ,(Gk, uk) to u. Replace the pointer from the OLDT resolved 
lookup node with the one connecting to the end of the associated solution 
list. 
(3) In both cases, the edge from u to the node labeled with (Gi, ai) is labeled 
with oi, where oi is the substitution of the OLDT resolution. A new node is 
a lookup node when the head atom is a variant of some key in Tb, and is a 
solution node otherwise. If a new node is a lookup node, add a pointer from 
the new lookup node to the head of the solution list of the corresponding 
key. If a new node is a solution node, add a new entry whose key is the head 
atom of the new node and whose solution list is an empty list. 
(4) For each unit subrefutation of atom Au (if any) starting from a solution 
node and ending with some of the new nodes, add its solution AT to the end 
of the solution list of Au in Tb, if AT is not in the solution list. 
An OLDT structure (Tr’, Tb’, As’) is an extension of OLDT structure (Tr, Tb, As) 
if (Tr ‘, Tb ‘, As ‘1 is obtained from (Tr, 75, As) through successive applications of 
immediate extensions. 
Note that an immediate extension is applicable to any lookup node (so long as 
its associated solution list is nonempty), whereas it is applicable to only leaf 
solution nodes. 
2.2.9. OLDT Refutation. An OLDT refutation of Gu in program P is a path from 
the root node to a null node in the search tree of some extension of the initial 
OLDT structure of Ga. The solution of an OLDT refutation is defined in the same 
way as that of an OLDT subrefutation. 
2.3. Correctness of OLDT Resolution 
OLDT resolution avoids repeating the same computation in the top-down interpre- 
tation by utilizing the solutions of the atoms of the same form so that, in the 
execution of any top-level goal, it calls the same atoms and returns the same 
solutions as the top-down interpretation. It is the basis of our abstract interpreta- 
tion that any OLD resolution is subsumed by an OLDT resolution. (It is easy to 
prove the reverse direction so we omit it.) 
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Theorem 2.1. Let P be a program and Q be an atom. 
l If an atom Br appears at the leftmost of a goal during OLD resolution of Q in P, 
then some extension of the initial OLDT structure of Q in P contains a node with 
leftmost atom Br (Correctness of Calling Patterns). 
l If an atom is solved with solution Ar during OLD resolution of Q in P, then 
some extension of the initial OLDT structure of Q in P contains a subrefutation 
with solution Ar (Correctness of Exiting Patterns). 
PROOF. See Appendix. 
Though all solutions were found under the depth-first from-left-to-right exten- 
sion strategy as exemplified in Section 2.1, this is not always the case, that is, some 
solutions might not be found forever. The reason is twofold. One is that an infinite 
number of different solution nodes (hence possibly an infinite number of lookup 
nodes) might be generated. The other is that some lookup node might generate an 
infinite number of child nodes so that extensions at other nodes to the right of the 
lookup node might be inhibited forever. (However, when this OLDT resolution is 
applied to the abstract domain with finite elements, it always terminates under any 
strategy. See Section 3.3.) 
3. ABSTRACT OLDT RESOLUTION FOR TYPE INFERENCE 
It is easy to see the similarity in behavior between the type inference in Section 1 
and OLDT resolution in Section 2. 
3.1. An Example of Type Inference 
Let us first re-examine the type inference process in Section 1 using the notions 
similar to those in Section 2. Recall the “reverse” program in Section 1. 
reverse([- I,[ I). 
reverse( [XiLl,M) :-reverse(L,N), append(N, [X],M) . 
wpend([ l,K,K). 
append([Y/NJ ,K,[YbI):-append(N,K,M). 
Suppose that we are asked: “When the execution of reverse(L,, IV,,) succeeds, to 
what data types of terms are L, and N,, instantiated?” 
First, an initial tree consisting of the root node labeled with a pair of 
“reuerse(L,, NJ” and ( > is generated (see Figure 11). (In general, each node of 
the tree is labeled with a pair of goal and substitution of data types.) An initial 
table containing a pair of “reverse(L, N)( >” and an empty list [ ] is also gener- 
ated. (In general, the first element of the pair in the table is called a key, and the 
second element is called a solution list of the key.) No pointer is generated yet. 
reverse(l, N) <> : [ ] 
FIGURE 11. Type inference in Step 1. 
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Second, the root node is expanded using the program to generate two child 
nodes (see Figure 12). The left child node generated using the first clause of 
“reverse” is labeled with a pair of empty goal III and empty substitution ( >. The 
edge to the left child node is labeled with the m.g.u. When this node is generated, 
goal reuerse(L,, NJ has just been solved instantiating L, and N,, to [ I, which is of 
type “list,” so that its solution reverse(L, N)( L, N = list) is added to the solution _ 
list of reuerse(L, N)( ). The right child node generated using the second clause of 
“reuerse is labeled with a pair of “reuerse(L,, N,), uppend(N,, [X, I, M, ),’ and ( >. 
The edge to the right child node is also labeled with the m.g.u. Note that, 
reuerse(L,, N,)( ), the leftmost atom with the type substitution, is a variant of 
reuerse(L, N)( ), a key in the table. Such a node is classified into a lookup node. 
(When the root node was generated in Step 1, there was no such key in the table. 
Such a node is classified into a solution node.) The new pointer connecting the 
lookup node to the head of the solution list of reuerse(L, N)( > is generated. 
Third, the lookup node is expanded using the table to generate one child node 
(see Figure 13). Because the solution in the list pointed from the lookup node is 
more restricted w.r.t. data types than the leftmost atom with the type substitution, 
i.e., reuerse(L, N)( L, N - list) is more restricted w.r.t. data types than 
reuerse(L, N)( ), the atom issolved utilizing the solution to generate a child node 
labeled with a pair of “uppend( N,, [X, 1, M,)” and (N, = _& >. The edge to the 
child node is labeled with (L,, N, .= list). The pointer from the lookup node is - 
shifted to the end of the solution list. Because uppend(N,, [X,1, M,)( NI C= list >, - 
the leftmost atom with the type substitution, is not a variant of any key in the table, 
the new node is a solution node so that a new pair of key 
append(N,[Xl, M)( N = list ), and solution list [ I is added to the table. - 
Fourth, the new solution node is expanded further using the program to 
generate two child nodes labeled with pair ( 0 ( )> and pair (uppend(N,, K,, M3), 
(N,, K, = Zist )> (see Figure 14). The left node adds a solution uppend( N, [Xl, - 
M)( N, M c= list ) to the end of the solution list of uppend(N, [Xl, MI< N (= list >. - - 
(When the left node is generated, the root atom is also solved with solution 
reverse( L, N)( L, N S= list ), which already appears in the solution list of reverse - 
(L, N)( ); therefore, it is not added to the solution table.) The right node is a 
solution node so that a new entry is added to the solution table. 
Fifth, the new solution node is expanded further using the program to generate 
two child nodes labeled with pair (III, ( >) and pair (uppend(N,, K,, M,), (N,, 
K, * list ). The left node adds a solution uppend( N, K, M)( N, K, A4 = list > to the - - 
end of the solution list of uppend(N, K, M)( N, K = list >. (The solutions append 
(N, [ Xl, M)( N, M = list > and reuerse(L, N)( L, N = [ist > are already in the solu- 
tion lists.) The right node is a lookup node so that the new pointer connecting from 
reuerse(l, N) <> : [:mse(L,N) <L, N e (ist>] 
FIGURE 12. Type inference in Step 2. 
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rcuer3e(Lo,No) 
<> 
‘II 
<“> ’ reTerse(b,Nl), ~PP~~(NI,[XII,W) 
: 
<> 
, A, =<L,,N, e: @> 
, \ \ append NI, x11,1’%) 
‘. < 1-G&> 
_-__ ---__ 
reuerse(l, N) <> : (reuerse(L, N) <L, N -S @>I 
append(N, [Xl, M) <N + list > : [ ] - 
FIGURE 13. Type inference in Step 3. 
the lookup node to the head of the solution list of uppend(N, K, M)( N, K = J&t > 
is generated. 
Last, the lookup node is expanded using the solution table to generate one child 
node labeled with pair (0, ( )I, since the list pointed from the lookup node is not 
empty, that is, there exist solutions not yet utilized (see Figure 15). (Although 
uppend(hr,, K,, M3)(N3, K, e list>, uppend(N,, [X,1, M,)(N, = list> and 
reuerse(l,, N,)( ) have been sola when this node is generated, theirsolutions 
are already in the solution lists.) 
The type inference stops here, because no solution node is expansible, and the 
lists pointed from the lookup nodes are all empty. 
3.2. A Formalization of the Type Inference 
Let us formalize the notions used in the example just examined. 
3.2.1. Type and Type Substitution. A type definition is a set of definite clauses 
enclosed by type and end satisfying the following conditions:’ 
reuerse(Lo, No) 
<> 
m 
-if> ’ 
reTerse(Ll, N), append(Nl, [XI], MI) 
,’ <> 
-0’ Xl 
_*-- 
___--- 
, 
1: w =<NI e [l,M + [XI],KZ c [XI]> m =<N += [GINal,M (: [Y~lMs],K~ -e [Xl]> 
\ 
‘.._ wend N3, I&,, M3 
--__ --__ <NJ, (3 eIrJt> ---____ 
---------_ 
feuerse(l, N) <> : [reuerse(L, N) <L, N G l&q 
append(N, [Xl, M) <N c !&> : [append(N, [Xl, M) <N, M e l&t>] 
append(N, K, M) <N, I< -G= liJl> : [ ] 
FIGURE 14. Type inference in Step 4. 
’ This language for describing types was used in [ll]. We were informed from one of the referees 
that a similar language was used by E. Yardeni and E. Y. Shapiro, and that our language is a subclass of 
the regular tree languages. 
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rcucrse(Lo, NO) 
<> 
71 
<“> , : <> 
; XI 
i append NI,[XII,MI) 
\ < 1crl&t> 
\ 
\ 113 ‘I4 
\ \ amend NJ, I&, M3) 
\ <o> 
\ 
<N3, f t-3 (:&> 
\ \ t)s m \ \ 
‘\ <o> 
append Ns, I&MS) ___ _ 
<N,, &+I&> . 
‘\ \ 
‘1 A* =<A& *Ii&> I I 
‘\ 
‘1 co> : 
‘\ / , 
reverse(L, N) <> : [reuerse(L, N) <L, N -G /&>I 
,/’ 
/-’ 
append(N, [Xl, M) <N G l&t> : [append(N, [Xl, M) <N, M e lisl>] I’_ 
append(N, K, M) <N, Ii -t= l&t> : [append(N, IC, M) <N, I(, M e list>*] 
FIGURE 15. Type inference in Step 6. 
l The head of each definite clause is an atom with its predicate p and with its 
argument either a constant b or a term of the form 4X,, X2,. . . , X,>, where 
the unary predicate p is called a type predicate, b a bottom element and c a 
constructor of the type predicate. 
l The body of each definite clause consists of atoms whose predicate is a type 
predicate and whose argument is Xi in the head arguments. 
The fype of a type predicate p is the set of all terms t such that the execution of 
p(t) succeeds without instantiating the variables in it and is denoted by p. - 
Example 3.2.1. A type predicate “list” is defined by 
type. 
list([ I). 
list([XJL]):-list(L). 
end. 
Similarly, a type predicate “rum” is defined by 
type. 
num(zer0). 
num(suc(N)):-num(N). 
end. 
Then list is {[ I, [Xl, [X, Yl, ... 1, and num is {zero, suc(zero), suc(suc(zero)), ... 1. - 
Note that terms in each type are not necessarily ground, since the execution of 
p(t) sometimes succeeds without instantiating the variables in t. For example, we 
include [Xl in &t , since the execution of list([X]) succeeds without instantiating 
the variable X. 
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Suppose that there exist k Qpe predicates pl, p2,. . . , pk in program P such that 
p1,p2,. . .,pk are disjoint. (To make our explanation simple, we will consider the 
-- 
simplest Ge structure here so that more complicated type structure, e.g., types 
with nonempty intersections or polymorphic types [91, are not discussed.) A type of 
program P is one of the following k + 2 sets of terms: 
any: the set of all terms; 
Fthe set of all terms satisfying the definition of type predicate pl; 
pZ: the set of all terms satisfying the definition of type predicate p2; 
pki the set of all terms satisfying the definition of type predicate pk; 
: the empty set. 
The instantiation ordering of types is the ordering + depicted on the left in 
Figure 16, while the set-inclusion ordering of types is the ordering c depicted on 
the right. 
In general, a set of terms TI is smaller than or equal to a set of terms T2 w.r.t. 
the instantiation ordering, and denoted by TI 5 T,, when 
l for any unifiable terms t, in T, and t, in T2, their most general unification is 
in T2; and 
l for any term t, in T2, there exists a term t, in T, such that t, is an instance 
of t,. 
TI is smaller than T2 w.r.t. the instantiation ordering, when T s T2 but T2 # T,. As 
the execution of a goal proceeds, the arguments of the goal ascend this instantia- 
tion ordering. (Hence, 0 denotes overinstantiation, or failure.) Note that this 
instantiation ordering of types is just the reverse of the set-inclusion ordering, 
hence if t, & t,, then t, 2 t,. (This is not always the case for some abstract domains.) 
An a&ign,ent of-Q$< _t to variable X is a pair (X,_t), and it is hereafter 
represented by X = _t. A type substitution is a finite set of type assignments such 
that there are no two type assignments to the same variable, and it is hereafter 
represented by 
(X, =t*,X2 *t2,...,X1 e=q, - - - 
where X,, X,, . . . , X, are distinct variables, called the domain variables of the type 
substitution. Type substitutions are denoted by p, v,A in this section. A restriction 
of p to the set of variables 7 is the type substitution consisting of all the type 
assignments in p to the variables in 7. 
The type assigned to variable X by type substitution p is denoted by p(X). We 
assume that a type substitution assigns any, the minimum element w.r.t. the 
FIGURE 16. Instantiation ordering and set-inclusion ordering. 
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instantiation ordering, to variable X when X is not explicitly in the domain 
variables of the type substitution. Hence, the empty type substitution ( > assigns any 
to every variable. 
The joined type substitution of p and Y, denoted by p V v, is the type substitu- 
tion such that the domain variables are the union of those of p and v, and 
P v v(X) is the least upper bound of p.(X) and v(X) w.r.t. the instantiation 
ordering for each domain variable X. 
3.2.2. Type-AbstractedAtom and Type-Abstracted Goal. Let A be an atom and p be 
a type substitution of the form 
(X, et1,X2 et, )...) x, +. - - - 
Then A p (or pair (A, p>> is called a type-abstracted atom and denotes the set of all 
atoms obtained by replacing each variable Xi in A with a term in ti. (Hereafter, we 
will consider only the restriction of p to the variables in A when Ap is 
considered.) A type-abstracted atom Au is called an instance of a type-abstracted 
atom A p when there exists a type substitution A such that Au is A( p V A). A 
type-abstracted atom Bv is called a variant of a type-abstracted atom Ap when B 
is a variant of A and v is obtained from /I by renaming the variables in the 
domain of p accordingly. (If two type-abstracted atoms are variants of each other, 
then they denote the same set of atoms, but not vice versa.) 
Similarly, Gp (or pair (G, p)) is called a type-abstractedgoal and denotes the set 
of all goals obtained by replacing each Xi in G with a term in ti. 
3.2.3. Unification of Type-Abstracted Atoms. Two type-abstracted atoms Ap and 
Bv are said to be unifiable when there exist Au in AIL and Br in Bv such that 
Ag and Br are unifiable in the usual sense. The set of all unifications of such Au 
and Br is called the unification of Ap and Bv. Let A be an atom, X,, X,, . . . , X, 
be all the variables in A, p be a type substitution 
(X, (=t*,Xz tit2 )..,) x, =tk,“’ >, - - - 
B be an atom, Y1, Y,, . . . , q be all the variables in B, and v be a type substitution 
(r, *s1,Y2 *sz,.. .,Y, .=S/,“’ >, - - - 
Then, how can we estimate the unification of Ap and Bv? And, if there exists an 
atom Bp in the unification of Ap and Bv, what types of terms are expected to be 
assigned to Y,,Y,, . . . , Y, by substitution p? In the following, we will describe an 
algorithm which computes a type substitution A for the variables in B such that Bh 
is always a superset of the unification of Ap and Bv. 
When two type-abstracted atoms Ap and Bv are unifiable, two atoms A and B 
must be unifiable in the usual sense. Hence, the unifiability of A and B can be 
temporarily used as an easy overestimation of the unifiability of Ap and Bv. (This 
estimation might be inexact, e.g., the unifiability of p(X)( X e= list) and - 
p(suc(Y))(Y * &t >.I 
When A and B are unifiable, let n be an m.g.u. of A and B of the form 
(X*e=tl,X*(=t2 )...) Xk(=tk,Y~e’SI,Y*=S2 )...) Y[(=S,). 
The type information of p is propagated to the variables in B through 71. Let’s 
divide the type propagation through n into two phases, inward type propagation and 
outward type propagation. 
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When a term t containing an occurrence of term s is instantiated to a term in _t, 
a type containing all instances of the occurrence of term s is called an inward type 
propagation of _t to s, denoted by s/(t + _t>. (Exactly speaking, some notation 
denoting the occurrence of s should be used instead of the term s itself.) It is 
computed as below: 
l_t when s is t; 
any when _t is any; - 
s/(tj ‘ti> when _t is type p, - - 
s/(t.=t>= ( t isoftheform c(t,,t, ,..., tn), 
c is a constructor of the type p, 
the occurrence of s is in ti; and 
ti is the type assigned to the ith argument ti; and 
,0 otherwise. 
Example 3.2.2. Let t be [XIL] and t be list. Then - 
X/([XIL]e list) =any, - - L/([XIL]= list) =list. - - 
Let t be [XILI and _t be num. Then 
X/([XIL]c=num) =0, L/([ XIL] enurn) = 0. 
When each variable Z in term s is instantiated to a term in A(Z), a type 
containing all instances of s is called an outward type propagation of h to s, denoted 
by s/A. It is computed as below: 
‘0 A(Z) =0forsome Z in s; 
A(s) when s is a variable; 
P when s is a bottom element b of a type p or 
s/A = when s is of the form c( q, sz,. . . , sn), 
c is a constructor of a type p and 
Sl/A,S2/A,..., n s /A satisfy the type definition of p; 
any otherwise. .- 
Example 3.2.3. Let s be [XIL] and A be (X eany, L c= list >. Then - - 
s/A = list. - 
Let s be [XIL] and A be (X=any, L =any>. Then - 
s/A = any. 
Let A, X,, X,, . . . , X,, F, B, Y,,Y,, . . . , q and u be as before. Then, we can 
overestimate the unification of Ap and Bv as follows: 
(1) First, we can check the unifiability of Ap and Bv by the unifiability of A 
and B. If A and B are not unifiable, Ap and Bv are not unifiable. 
Otherwise, let n be an m.g.u. of A and B of the form 
(X1=&,Xz*t2 )...) Xketk,Y,=SI,Yz=S2 )...) yI+s,). 
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(2) Next, for each occurrence of a bottom element b in t,, t,, . . . , t,, we can 
compute the type assigned to the occurrence using the i&aid typepropaga- 
tion of p. Similarly, for each occurrence of variable Z in t,, t,, . . . , t,, we can 
compute a type containing all instances of the occurrence using the inward 
type propagation. By taking their least upper bound w.r.t. the instantiation 
ordering for all the occurrences of Z in t, we can compute a type containing 
all instances of Z. If 
(3) 
(4) 
. the type assigned to some occurrence of the bottom element is not the 
type of the bottom element or the type any, or 
. the type assigned to some variable is 0,- 
Ap and Bv are not unifiable. Otherwise, we can compute the type substitu- 
tion A for all the variables in t,, t,, . . . , t, by collecting these type assign- 
ments for the variables. 
Then, we can overestimate the type s,! assigned to sj using the outward type 
propagation of A; hence, we can obi-in a type substitution Y ’ of the form 
(r, =s;,y* es;,. . .,Y, es;> - - - 
by collecting the types for all variables Y1, Y,, . . . , q in B. 
Last, the unification of Ap and Bu is overestimated by B(u V v’). 
The type substitution v V V’ is called the propagated type substitution from I_L to u 
through r], and it is denoted by “p 1 Y” or “~2 p.” 
Note that B( p 4 V) is a superset of the unification of Ap and Bv, even if u 
assigns two terms containing a common variable to two different variables in A. 
For example, let AF be p(X,, X,1( > and Bv be p(Y,,Y,KY, (= &t >. (Hence, n 
is, e.g., (X, + Y1, Y, I Y,).) When P(Z,Z) in Ap and p([ 1,W) in Bv are 
unified, their unification p([ 1, [ I) is in p(Y,,Y,)(Y,,Y, + list >, which is still 
included in B( p J v), i.e., p(Y1, Y,)(Y, C= list >. Though the fact that Y, has been 
instantiated to [ 1, i.e., the type assigned to% has ascended w.r.t. the instantiation 
ordering, is not precisely reflected in the computation of “p 4 v,” the final 
estimation B( p 1 v) is a superset of the unification of Ap and Bv, since t, 2 t, if 
- - 
t, s t,. 
- - 
3.2.4. OLDT Structure for Type Inference. A search tree, a solution table, an associa- 
tion and an OLDT structure are defined in the same way as before except for the 
following points: 
l The label of each node is a pair of a goal and a type substitution. 
l Each edge from a lookup node is labeled with a type substitution. 
. Keys and solutions in a solution table are type-abstracted atoms. 
3.2.5. OLDT Resolution for Type Inference. A node in a search tree of OLDT 
structure (Tr, Tb, As) labeled with (“A, A,, . . . , A,,“p) is said to be OLDT resolu- 
able when p(X) # 0 for any variable X in A, A,, . . . , A,, and Ap satisfies either 
of the following conditions: 
l The node is a leaf solution node of Tr, and there is some definite clause 
“B :-B,, B,, . . ., B,“(m 2 0) in program P such that A and B are unifiable, 
say by an m.g.u. q. (We assume that, whenever each clause is used, a fresh 
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variant of the clause is used.) The pair of (possibly empty) goal “BI, II,, . . . , 
h,,,Ap..., A,,” and the type substitution “CL v ( p 3 ( >)” (or possibly the 
restriction of “CL v ( /JI J ( >>” to the variables in “B,, B,, . . . , 
B,,Az,..., An”) is called the OLDT resolvent. The substitution n is called 
the substitution of the OLDT resolution. 
l The node is a lookup node of Tr, and for some type substitution A (for the 
variables in A), there is some variant of A( u v A) in the associated solution 
list of the lookup node. (We assume that A( u V A) is a fresh variant of the 
solution.) The pair of the (possibly empty) goal “AZ,. . . , A,” and of the type 
substitution “p V A” (or possibly the restriction of “p v A” to the variables in 
“A 2,. . . , A,“) is called the OLDT resolvent. The type substitution A is called 
the type substitution of the OLDT resolution. 
3.2.6. OLDT Refutation for Type Inference. An OLDT subre$tation of a type-ab- 
stracted atom and an OLDT subrefutation of a type-abstracted goal are defined in 
the same way as before except for the following points: 
l A type-abstracted atom Au is used instead of an atom Ao. 
l A type-abstracted atom Au is used instead of a usual solution Ar. 
l The join of type substitutions is used instead of the usual composition of 
substitutions. 
l I_L 2 v is used instead of 8 to specify the label of the node next to the 
solution node. 
An initial OLDT structure and extension of OLDT structure are defined in the same 
way as before except that the edge from a parent node u to a child node is labeled 
with a type substitution of the OLDT resolution when u is a lookup node. An 
OLDT refutation is defined in the same way as before. 
3.3. Correctness of the Type Inference 
This type inference is safe, i.e., it will not miss any atoms at calling time and exiting 
time during the top-down execution. More precisely, the correctness is stated as 
Theorem 3.1 below. The proof of the theorem crucially depends on the fact that 
B( u 3 V) is a superset of the unification of Au and Bv. 
Theorem 3.1. Let P be a program and QA be a type-abstracted goal. 
l If an atom Br appears at the lefmost of a goal during OLD resolution of a goal 
in QA using P, then some extension of the initial OLDT structure of QA in P 
contains a node with head type-abstracted atom Bv such that Br is in Bv 
(Correctness of Calling Patterns>. 
l If an atom is solved with solution Ar during OLD resolution of a goal in QA 
using P, then some extension of the initial OLDT structure of QA in P contains a 
subrefutation with solution A v such that Ar is in Au (Correctness of Exiting 
Patterns). 
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PROOF. See Appendix. 
Note that any extension of the initial OLDT structure of (G, ~1 in program P 
generates only a finite number of nodes, because program P is assumed to be a 
finite set of definite clauses, hence the conditions of K&rig’s lemma are satisfied as 
follows: 
l The number of type-abstracted atoms is finite, since the atom part of each 
type-abstracted atom must be an atom in the bodies of the clauses in P or an 
atom in G, and the number of type substitutions for the variables in the atom 
is also finite. Hence, the extensions at solution nodes occur only a finite 
number of times, since the number of head type-abstracted atoms is finite. 
Therefore, the length of each label is bounded by 
lGl + the number of the extensions at the solution nodes X ICI,,, 
where (GJ is the length of G and ICI,,, is the maximum length of the bodies 
of the clauses in P, since the extensions at lookup nodes only generate child 
nodes with shorter labels. Thus, the length of each path is finite, since the 
number of solution nodes on it is finite, and there cannot be an infinite 
number of lookup nodes on it. 
. Each solution node can be a parent node of only finite nodes, since program 
P is a finite set of definite clauses. Each lookup node can be a parent node 
of only finite nodes, since the number of type-abstracted atoms, hence that of 
solutions, is finite. Thus, the number of branches at each node is finite. 
Due to the finiteness, the process of extension under the depth-first from-left-to- 
right strategy (or any other strategy) always terminates. The above theorem implies 
that any maximally extended OLDT structure for type inference in finite steps 
covers the atoms at calling time and exiting time during the top-down execution of 
the goals in Gp. 
4. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE ABSTRACT OLDT RESOLUTION 
The processing of unit subrefutations seems troublesome in OLDT resolution of 
Sections 2 and 3. To make the conceptual presentation of OLDT resolution 
simpler, the details of how it is implemented have intentionally not been men- 
tioned. In particular, it is not obvious in the “immediate extension of OLDT 
structure” 
l how we can know whether a new node is the end of a unit subrefutation 
starting from some solution node, and 
l how we can obtain the solution of the unit subrefutation efficiently if at all. 
In the actual implementation, we will use the following modified framework. 
4.1. A Formalization of a Modified Type Inference 
4.1.1. Modified OLDT Structure for Type Inference. A search tree, a solution table, 
an association and an OLDT structure are defined in the same way as before except 
for the following points: 
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l The goal part of each node label is a generalized goal. A generalized goal is 
either q or a sequence “A, (Ye,. . , an,” where (Y~ is either an atom or a 
call-exit marker of the form [B, V, q]. 
l The edges are not labeled with substitutions. 
4.1.2. Modified OLDT Resolution for Type Inference. A node in a search tree of 
OLDT structure (Tr, Tb, As) labeled with VA, (Ye,. . , a,,,” p) is said to be OLDT 
resolvable when p(X) # 0 for any variable X in A, CY~, . . . , CY,, and A p satisfies 
either of the following conditions: 
l The node is a leaf solution node of Tr, and there is some definite clause 
“B :-B,, B,, . . . , B,” (m 2 0) in program P such that A and B are unifiable, 
say by an m.g.u. 7. 
l The node is a lookup node of Tr, and for some type substitution A (for the 
variables in A), there is some variant of A( p V A) in the associated solution 
list of the lookup node. 
The OLDT resolvent is obtained through two phases, called the calling phase and 
the exitingphase, since they correspond to a “Call” (or “Redo”) line and an “Exit” 
line in the messages of the conventional DEC 10 Prolog tracer. A call-exit marker 
is inserted in the calling phase when a node is OLDT resolved using the program, 
while no call-exit marker is inserted when a node is OLDT resolved using the 
solution table. When there is a call-exit marker at the leftmost of the goal part in 
the exiting phase, it means that some unit subrefutation is obtained. 
The precise algorithm is shown in Figure 17. The processing in the calling phase 
is performed in Step 0, while that in the exiting phase is performed in Step 1. Note 
that each node is labeled, say with (G, ~1, in such a way that the following property 
holds: the type substitution part p always shows the type information of atoms to 
the left of the leftmost call-exit marker in G. When there is a call-exit marker 
[Aj, pjLj, vj] at the leftmost of goal part in the exiting phase, we need to update the 
Input: a node p. 
Output: a node. 
Procedure: Let the label of p be of the form (“A, q,. . . , an,“p). 
Step 0: When t_~ is OLDT-resolved with “B :- f?,, B,, . . . , Bm" in P, 
. let G, be a generalized goal “BI,B2,...,B,,[A,~,77],~Z,...,~,," and 
. let u0 be “CL 1: (’ ),” 
where q is an m.g.u. of A and B. When p is OLDT-resolved with “A( ,U V A)” in 7& 
L let G, be a generalized goal “cQ,. . . , a,,” and 
. let v0 be “k V A” 
Initialize i to 0. 
Step 1: If the leftmost of Gi is a call-exit marker [Ai+ ,, p,+ 1, vi+ ]], 
. let Gicl be Gj other than the leftmost call-exit marker, 
%+I 
. let V~+~ be “pi+-1 =+ vi,” and 
. add Ai+l~i,I to the end of Ai,, w+, 's solution list if it is not in it, 
Increment i by 1. Repeat this step until the leftmost of Gi is not a call-exit marker. 
Step 2: Return a node labeled with (Gj,,vi). 
FIGURE 17. Modified OLDT resolution for type inference. 
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substitution part by propagating the type substitution to pj through qj so that the 
above property still holds after eliminating the call-exit marker. The sequence 
VI, v2, *** denotes the sequence of updated type substitutions. In addition, when we 
pass a call-exit marker [Aj, pj, qj] in Step 1 with substitution 3, the atom Ajvj 
denotes the solution of a unit subrefutation of Aj pj. The solution Aj vj is added to 
the solution list of Ajpj. 
4.1.3. Modified OLDT Refutation for Type Inference. An initial OLDT structure and 
an extension of OLDT structure are defined in the same way as before except that a 
new solution is added to the solution table at the OLDT resolution step above. An 
OLDT refutation of Gp is a path from the root node to a null node in the search 
tree of some extension of the initial OLDT structure of Gp. Let v be the 
substitution part of the null node. Then the solution of the refutation is Gv. 
Note that we no longer need to keep the edges, the non-leaf solution nodes or 
the null nodes of search trees. 
4.2. An Example of the Modified Type Inference 
Let us show a different example. Consider the following program defining “mult” 
and “add.” 
mult(zero,Y,zero). 
mult(suc(X),Y,Z):-mult(X,Y,W), add(Y,W,Z). 
add(zero,Y,Y). 
add(suc(X),Y,suc(Z)):-add(X,Y,Z). 
Then the type inference of mult(X,,Y,, Z,)( > proceeds as follows: 
First, the initial OLDT structure is generafed (see Figure 18). 
Second, the root node (“mult(XO,YO, ZJ’, ( )I is OLDT resolved using the 
program (see Figure 19). The left child node gives a solution muft(X,,Y,, 
Z,)( X,,, Z, = num >. The right child node is a lookup node. A call-exit marker 
UI:mult(X,,Y,,Z,),( >,(X,~suc(X2),Yo~Y2,Zoe=Z211 
is added to the last of the goal part. (Due to limited space, the call-exit markers are 
represented by [r 1 in the following figures.) 
Third, the lookup node is OLDT resolved using the solution table. The gener- 
ated child node is a solution node. 
Fourth, the solution node is OLDT resolved further using the program. The left 
child node gives two solutions add(Y,, W,, Z,)(Y,, W,, Z, * num > and mult(X,,, 
YO, Z,X X0, YO, Z, = num >. The right child node is a lookup node. 
Fifth, the lookup node is OLDT resolved using the solution table (see Figure 
20). 
Sixth, the first lookup node is OLDT resolved using the new solution. The 
generated child node is a solution node. 
Seventh, the generated solution node is OLDT resolved using the program. The 
left child node gives a new solution add(Y,, W,, Z,>( Y2, W,, Z, * num >. The right 
child node is a lookup node. 
Last, the lookup node is OLDT resolved using the solution table (see Figure 21). 
Because the generated child node gives no new solution, the extension process 
stops. 
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piwpzi-1 
FIGURE 18. Modified type infer- 
muli(X,Y, Z) <> : [) 
ence in Step 1. 
This problem is not as trivial as one might think at first glance. For example, 
suppose that the predicate “mult” is defined by 
mult (zero,Y, zero). 
mult(suc(X),Y,Z) :-mult(X,Y,W), add(W,Y,Z). 
by exchanging the first and the second arguments of “add.” Then, one of the exit 
patterns of muft(X, Y, Z)( > is muft(X, Y, 2)(X = num >; hence, we cannot con- 
clude that the third argument is a number. For example, muh(suc(zero), Y, Y) 
succeeds for any Y. 
4.3. Correctness of the Modified Type Inference 
This modified type inference is a correct implementation of the type inference of 
Section 3; hence the same theorem as Theorem 3.1 holds. 
Theorem 4.1. Let P be a program and QA be a type-abstracted atom. 
l If an atom Br appears at the leftmost of a goal during OLD resolution of a goal 
in Qn using P, then some extension of the initial OLDT structure of QA in P 
contains a node with head type-abstracted atom Bv such that Br is in Bv 
(Correctness of Calling Patterns). 
l If an atom is solved with solution Ar during OLD resolution of a goal in Qn 
using P, then some extension of the initial OLDT structure of Qh in P contains a 
unit subrefutation with solution A v such that Ar is in A v (Correctness of 
Exiting Patterns). 
PROOF. To prove the theorem, it suffices to show that there exists an extension of 
an initial OLDT structure of Section 3 if and only if there exists an extension of an 
initial OLDT structure of Section 4 satisfying the following correspondence: 
(1) The corresponding search trees have the identical form and satisfy the 
mult(X,Y,Z) <> : (Lult(X,Y,Z) <X,Z -+EWl>] 
FIGURE 19. Modified type inference in Step 2. 
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FIGURE 20. Modified type inference in Step 5. 
following conditions: 
. The goal parts of the corresponding nodes are identical except for call-exit 
markers (if any). 
. The head atoms of the corresponding nodes are identical (although the 
substitution parts are not necessarily identical). 
. The computed solutions of unit subrefutations are identical. 
(2) The corresponding solution tables are identical. 
(3) The corresponding associations are identical. 
Due to space limit, we will omit the details of the proof. 
5. DISCUSSION 
In the abstract interpretation of Prolog programs, what we would like to analyze 
are the run-time properties of a given goal when it is executed using the usual 
top-down Prolog interpreter. As mentioned in Section 1, some operation which is 
bottom-up in nature is inevitable. According to how the bottom-up operation is 
integrated, the frameworks of the abstract interpretation are classified as follows: 
-\\ \ 
‘. 
-_ i 
-------em-___ ---_______ _________-__-------------_-__:~--Y 
mull(X,Y,Z)<>:(mult(X,l',Z)<X,Z~~>,mull(X,Y,Z~<X,Y,Z~~~] 1 
/’ 
add(Y,W,Z)<We~>: [odd(Y,W,Z)<Y,W,Z~num>~ 
--_____ -_____-’ I’ 
ndd(Y,W,Z)<Y,Wenum>: [add(Y,W,Z)<Y,WZem>] ______________A*” 
-. 
FIGURE 21. Modified type inference in Step 8. 
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The pure bottom-up abstract interpretation approach is based on the bottom-up 
interpreter, i.e., hyper-resolution. This approach was applied to type inference by 
Kanamori and Horiuchi [ll] and generalized by Marriott and Sondergaard [17]. 
The hybrid abstract interpretation approach is based on both top-down interpreter 
and bottom-up interpreter. Depending on how these two interpreters are com- 
bined, the approach is divided into the two-phase hybrid abstract interpretation or 
the one-phase hybrid abstract interpretation. 
The two-phase abstract hybrid interpretation was proposed by Mellish [19] to give 
a theoretical foundation to his practical techniques for analyzing determinacy, 
modes and shared structures [18]. His approach derives simultaneous recurrence 
equations for the sets of goals at calling time and exiting time during the top-down 
execution of a given top-level goal and obtains a superset of the least solution of 
the simultaneous recurrence equations using a bottom-up approximation. The 
reason for the separation into two phases, simulating the top-down execution and 
solving by the bottom-up approximation, is twofold. One is that, by simulating 
top-down execution, we can focus our attention on just the goals relevant to the 
top-level goal. The other is that, by solving by bottom-up approximation, we can 
obtain solutions without entering a nonterminating computation loop. (See 
Kanamori [15] for a justification of Mellish’s approach.) 
The one-phase abstract hybrid interpretation is the one we have presented in this 
paper. The approach differs from the two-phase approach in that it starts with 
OLDT resolution from the beginning. OLDT resolution is less likely to enter a 
nonterminating computation loop (than the usual top-down interpretation) and is 
able to avoid wasting the time spent working on goals irrelevant to the top-level 
goal (unlike the usual bottom-up interpretation), so that the corresponding abstract 
hybrid interpreter achieves the same effects as Mellish’s approach without the 
separation into two phases. 
Similar approaches have been proposed independently by several researchers. 
To introduce the operation which is bottom-up in nature, Bruynooghe [1,2,3] 
employed abstract AND-OR graphs, Mannila and Ukkonen [16] generalized the 
techniques of the data flow analysis of the conventional programs, and Debray and 
Warren [6,7] utilized extension table in database query processing. (Our idea of 
using OLDT resolution to explain abstract interpretation was propagated to [22] 
through [8].) 
6. CONCLUSIONS 
We have presented a unified framework for logic program analysis using a type 
inference problem as one of its examples. This approach was implemented in our 
system for analysis of Prolog programs “Argus/A” from April 1986 to March 1988 
[12,13,14]. 
This research was done as a part of the Fifth Generation Computer Systems project of Japan. We would 
like to thank Dr. K. Fuchi (director of ICOT) for the opportunity of doing this research and Dr. K. 
Furukawa (deputy director of ICOT), Dr. T. Yokoi (former deputy director of ICOT), Dr. R. Hasegawa 
(chief of ICOT, 5th Laboratory) and Dr. H. Ito (former chief of ICOT, 3rd Laboratory) for their advice 
and encouragement. We would also like to thank Dr. H. Seki, Ms. M. Ueno (Mitsubishi Electric 
Corporation) and Mr. K. Horiuchi (ICOT) for their valuable suggestions. 
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APPENDIX: 
PROOF OF THE CORRECTNESS 
The definition for OLD tree is the same as that for search tree of OLDT 
resolution, except that OLD trees contain only solution nodes. When new nodes 
are generated, they are always solution nodes, hence the solution table and 
association pointers are not required. The definitions for OLD resolution, OLD 
refutation etc. carry over in the obvious way. A path in an OLD tree (or a search 
tree of OLDT structure) starting from a node labeled with (“A, G,” u 1 is called a 
partial subrefutation of Au when it does not contain any subrefutation of A w as its 
prefix. Using these notions, the correctness of OLDT resolution is stated as below. 
Theorem 2.1. (Correctness of OLDT resolution). Let Q be a goal, T,, be the initial 
OLD tree of Q, and 9” be the initial OLDT structure of Q. 
(1) 
(2) 
Some extension of T, contains a node with head atom Br if and on& if some 
extension of Yb contains a node with head atom Br (Correctness for Calling 
Patterns). 
Some extension of T, contains a subrefutation with solution AT if and on& if 
some extension of Y0 contains a subrefutation with solution AT (Correctness for 
Exiting Patterns). 
PROOF. Although our OLDT resolution is slightly different from the original 
OLDT resolution by Tamaki and Sato [19], these differences do not affect the 
theorem. The proof of the “if’ part is by induction on the structure of OLDT 
structures. Due to space limit, we will omit it. The “only if’ part is an immediate 
consequence of the following lemma. 
Let T be an extension of an initial OLD tree, and let 9 be an extension of an 
initial OLDT structure. 
(11 If T contains a partial subrefutation of Ao whose last node has head atom 
BT, and Y contains a node with head atom Au, then some extension of 9 
contains a partial subrefutation of Aa whose last node has head atom BT. 
(2) If T contains a subrefutation of AU with solution AT, and 9 contains a 
node with head atom AU, then some extension of 9 contains a subrefuta- 
tion of Aa with solution AT. 
The proof of the lemma is almost the same as that of the lemma in Theorem 3.1. 
See the following proof of Theorem 3.1. 
Similarly, using the notions about OLD resolutions, the correctness of the type 
inference is stated as below. 
Theorem 3.1. (Correctness of the type inference.). Let Qh be a type-abstracted goal, 
T, be the initial OLD tree of a goal in Qh, and Y0 be the initial OLDT structure of 
QA. 
(1) 
(2) 
If some extension of T,, contains a node with head atom BT, then some 
extension of PO contains a node with head type-abstracted atom Bv such that 
Br is in Bv (Correctness for Calling Patterns). 
If some extension of T, contains a subrefutation with solution AT, then some 
extension of 9$ contains a subrefutation with solution A v such that Ar is in A v 
(Correctness for Existing Patterns). 
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PROOF. The theorem is an immediate consequence of the following lemma. 
Let T be an extension of an initial OLD tree, and let 9 be an extension of an 
initial OLDT structure. 
(1) If T contains a partial subrefutation y of Aa whose last node has head 
atom B-r, and Y contains a node u with head type-abstracted atom Ap 
such that Aa is in Ap., then some extension of 9 contains a partial 
subrefutation of Ap whose last node has head type-abstracted atom Bv 
such that Br is in Bv. 
(2) If T contains a subrefutation y of Au with solution AT, and -7 contains a 
node u with head type-abstracted atom A/1 such that Aa is in Ap, then 
some extension of 9 contains a subrefutation of AI.L with solution Av such 
that AT is in Av. 
The proof of the lemma is by induction on the trio (y,Y,u), ordered by the 
following well-founded ordering: (y, Y, u> precedes (y ‘,Y, u’> if and only if 
l lyl < Iy’l, or 
l lyl=lr’l d an u is a solution node but u’ is a lookup node, 
where (y( means the number of the nodes contained in the path y ([19], pp. 93-94). 
Base Case: When I yI = 1, Part (1) of the lemma is trivial, since Br is Av; hence 
Ap can be Bv. Part (2) is vacantly true, since IyJ > 1 for any subrefutation. 
Induction Step: When I y I > 1, we will consider two cases depending on whether 
the node u is a solution node or a lookup node. Let u be the starting node of y. 
Case 1: When u is a solution node, let U’ and y ’ be the next node and the 
remaining path of the (partial) subrefutation y, and C be the definite clause in P 
used in the first step of the (partial) subrefutation y. Then, the label of u’ is 
(“A,,A, ,... ,A, ,..., ” cr ‘), the OLD resolvent of u and C. From the assumption, 
the node u is also OLDT resolvable with C, and the OLDT resolvent (“A,, 
A A,,,..., Z,“‘, “p’) is such that (A,, A,, . . . , AJO’ is in (A,, A,, . . . , A,Jp’ due 
to the property of “ 3 .” Extending 9 (if necessary) by the OLDT resolution for 
type inference at the node u, we can get an OLDT structure 9’ in which u has a 
child node u’ labeled with (“A,, A,, . . . , A,, . . . , ” p’). As for Part (11, y ’ is divided 
into 
y, : subrefutation of A, cr ’ with solution A, (T ‘0,) 
y2 : subrefutation of A, (T ‘0, with solution A, (+ ‘0, 8,) 
yk : partial subrefutation of A, (T ‘B, --- Ok_ 1 such that lykl < lyl. 
From the induction hypothesis, we have successive extensions Yi, Yz,. . . , Yk of 
Y’ such that each q contains a path 6,S, **. Si as below: 
6,: subrefutation of A, p’ with solution A, v, such that A,u’13~ is in A, vl, 
6,: subrefutation of A, v1 with solution A, v2 such that A,a ‘0,02 is in A2v2, 
6,: ‘a partial subrefutation of A, p’ whose last node has head type-abstracted 
atom iBv such that BT is in Bv. 
The path in Yk starting from u and followed by a,, 6,, . . . ,a, constitutes the 
required partial subrefutation of AK. Part (2) is proved similarly using the property 
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of “ 2 .” 
Case 2: When u is a lookup node, there is a corresponding solution node u,, 
labeled with (“A,, . . . , ” pJ such that Ap is a variant of &CL,,. From the 
induction hypothesis for (y,9, II,,), we have an extension 9 of 9 such that 9 
contains a subrefutation of A, p0 with solution A v (starting from q,) such that Ar 
is in Au. By the operation in Step 3 of the definition of the OLDT structure 
extension, the solution list of Ap in 9’ includes the solution Av. Now consider 
the label (“A,. . . , ” p) and the solution A V. Since (“A,. . . , ” CT) and unit clause Ar 
have an OLD resolvent, the label (“A,. . . , ” p) and A v also have an OLDT 
resolvent. This means that 9’ can be extended (if necessary) to 9’ by the 
operation in Step 1 in the definition of the OLDT structure extension. Then, 9 
contains a subrefutation of A p with solution A v (starting from u) such that Ar is 
in Av. 
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